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FAIRFAX COUNTY PARK AUTHORITY
SPORTS AND RECREATIONAL FACILITY

BY
DANIEL P. BLIRKE.
(ABSTRACT)

‘”l”he room is not onlythe beginning of architecture:
it is an extension of self. lf you think about it, you
realize that you don’t saythe same thing in a small
room that you say in a large room. lfl were to speak
inagreat hall,l would haveto pickone person who
smiles at me in order to be able to speak at all.

I‘Thelarge room and the small room, the tall room
and the low room, the room with the fireplace and
the room without, all become great events in your
mind. You begin to think, not what are the require-
ments, but rather what are the elements of
architecture that you can employ to make an
environment in which it is good to learn, good to
live, or good to work."

Louis I Kahn’

"A good structural organism worked out passion-
ately in detail and in general appearance is essential _
to good architecture, structural architecture leads to
that synthesis of static—aesthetic activity, technical
knowledge and mastery of execution which pro-
duced the masterpieces of the past."

-PierLuigi Nerv?
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION
The project, a facility accommodating both rigorous scheme of pillars and beams has been
competitive and recreational sporting activities, is adoptedf'3 The importance of structure is
sited on parkland in Fairfax County, Wrginia. The emphasized by the presence of the columns in
site, Ellanor C. l.awrence Park, is 640 acres of the pool which are placed within the established
primarily undisturbed open and wooded land grid and not altered to accommodate the pool’s
surrounded by residential and commercial de- functions. What results are two spacesin the pool
velopment. The Fairfax County Park Authority that allow a natural separation between
currently has four indoor recreation centers, competitive events and recreational swimming.
three other centers under construction and plans The continuation of the interior columns to the
for at least two more. exterior columns, which carry the fiag poles and

the entrance bridge, contribute to the structuralThree primary elements contributing to the order. Elsewhere, structure is used to articulateevolution of the facility are crrculatron, structure crrculation paths through the use of the arched
and the u¤lO¤ of space. beams along the main and peripheral axes.

( The circulation paths play an integral role in The spacedefining elements of the building, theunrfyrng the spaces of the building.The main axis columns, the walls, the horizontal planes, helpat the entrance of the building is critical in emphasize the union of spaces. Although thedivulging the building’s core. Discovery of the physical experiences both inside and outside theburldrng’s mass occurs only upon reachrng the structureare many, the emphasis on the union ofentrance bndge, where rts full elevatron can be space bnngs a comprehensive totality to theseobserved. The tall flag poles and lrghtrng towers exper1ences—whether through active parücipa·
help define the building s presence on the site, tion rn the events or simple spectating. Theproviding vehrcular onentatron and a relationship column order, the transparency of walls and the
to the parkland stall evergreens. The descendrng use of natural lrghting strengthen the union of
flag poles along the main axis define the begin- space. There is a visual awareness of the swim-
ning of the building and help bring the building's .ming pool from the roof. The interior lounge
main axis into focus. The flag pole at the end of overlooks the various inside courts and relatedthis major axis, which is visible at the entrance, activities as well as the exterior baseball field.The
terminates this path. The entrance level is running tracks focus on interior and exteriordevoted almost entirely to the main circulation events. All of these are purposeful elements to
path and the secondary penmeter axes. These emphasize and enhance the continuity between
axes reveal the lower level plans and set up a spaces.
central point through which the union of the
inside space to outside space can occur. The ‘
circulation paths also unifythe primaryfunctionsof user and observer. The elevated paths’ move-
ments throughout the usable spaces, the
balconies off the walkways, and the central
lounge allow the spectator full visual awareness
of the physical experiences below.

Through the structural order of the building,
events form a relation between themselves and a
relation to the whole. The structural column grid,
spaced for recreational events, determines and°ll trates the internal atial tructu dI US Sp S re an
generates the well-defined circulation paths.Leiogousiär wrotezl “In äiis homf: we are pre-
sen e wi a rea arc itectura promenade.
offering prospects which are constantly
changing and unexpected, even astonishing. lt isL._. interesting that so much variety has been
obtained when from a design point of view, a 1
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LOWER CO<JRT 

1. Racquet Ball 
2. Tennis Court 
3. Basketball Court 
4. Indoor Softball 
5. Exercise Area 
6. Home Team 

Locker Room 
7. Visiting T earn 

Locker Room 
8. Lesson Room 
9. Squash Court 

10. Volleyball Court ~ 

11. Service Elevator 
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REAR ELEVATION
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TRANSVERSE SECTION
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